
1 4 REPORT ON THE FINANCES. 

The spectacle should not be possible of a detail from the navy carry
ing $30,000 in cash through the streets of New York from the "sub-
treasury to the custom-house to pay duties on navy importations and 
of a return trip from the custom-house by the representatives of the 
collector back to the subtreasury with this same money, all because 
the collector of customs could not legally accept a check of the Navy 
Department upon the subtreasury. 

BANKING AND CURRENCY REFORM. 

I t is not necessary and not appropriate for the Secretary of the 
Treasury at this time to discuss the plan of banking and currency 
reform. The necessity for such reform is universally recognized, 
and when the time is ripe it will be the duty of the Treasury De
partment to express its judgment. Meanwhile the initiative in this 
important legislation was committed by the Congress to its Monetary 
Commission, and until that commission has reported it will be the 
policy of the department to preserve an open mind. The.question 
has been and still is growing. The reform of our currency system has 
enlarged itself into the reform of our banking and currency systems, 
which brings into contemplation not merely the national banks, but 
the state banks in their three divisions—commercial banks, trust 
companies, and savings institutions. I t is to be'hoped that the ex
tent and gravity of these broad readjustments.will induce a public 
demand for calm and disinterested treatment of the issues and a pub
lic recognition of the profound importance of a rational, harmonious 
agreement. Neither political partisanship nor special interest nor 
pride of opinion should be allowed to obstruct a purely economic re
form of such great significance to the nation in both its national and 
international relations. The change, when it comes, and whatever it 
may be, must be at any rate fundamentally right. I t is better by far 
that there shall be no change whatever than that it shall be another 
makeshift. We must have at least the beginning of a permanent 
system. At present we have neither an adjustable currency nor 
trustworthy surplus reserves, two absolutely essential features of any 
banking system upon which the finances and the commerce of this 
great nation can securely rest. To secure these essentials—to speak 
of no others—the^looked-for reform must deal with fundamentals. 

CONTINGENT FUND. 

The Secretary of the Treasury is the head of a business whose 
current expense accounts for mere administration foot up yearly to 
the amount of $38,000,000. I t spends altogether $84,000,000, but 
$38,000,000 are for mere operating expenses of the department. The 
appropriations for these large expenditures are specifically dedicated. 
In handling the varied interests of this great business the Secretary 
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